Claude Niépce and
Nicéphore Niépce.
First Plan of the
Pyréolophore, 1806.
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Editors’ Introduction:
The Aerial Image
EMILY DOUCET, MATTHEW C. HUNTER,
AND NICHOLAS ROBBINS

Photographic Hydrocarbons
Aerial images are often compressed into a canonical category: aerial
photography. Yet air’s status as a scientific object, optical medium,
and juridical space equally shapes the image from within.4 A
prehistory of the aerial image that is not (yet) could take the aerial
photograph at its word, returning to the history of photography’s
uneven emergence within the chemical medium of air. Materials
now familiar as the motive force of fossil-fuel capital might make
unfamiliar appearances in that reappraisal of photography’s elemental history. But how would such a story go?
In 1807, brothers Claude Niépce and Nicéphore Niépce obtained
a brevet of ten years’ duration from the Napoleonic state for a boat
engine dubbed the Pyréolophore. The engine operated on the proposition that fuel evenly distributed through air in a closed chamber
would yield significant energy when violently combusted.5 The
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Writing about air in the wake of 2020 is nothing if not overdetermined. The horrifying phrase “I can’t breathe” uttered by Black
Americans murdered in police custody has galvanized global outrage
against systemic racism.1 COVID-19 has exacerbated racialized injustice even as it has domesticated the aerosolized terror of contagion.2
Drone strikes; weaponized chemical clouds; carcinogenic miasmas
and fossil-fuel smogs bringing death through the air to the world’s
most vulnerable: all have haunted academic consciousness.3 COVID19 and its rituals of masking, handwashing, and social distancing
render airborne danger ubiquitous, material, endless.
Writing as art historians about the aerial image after 2020 is, thus,
as impossible as it is passionately necessary. In The Marvelous
Clouds (2015), John Durham Peters introduces a sprawling meditation on air, fire, and other elements by refreshing the familiar tag
“in medias res.” We, too, write about air from within it, and do so at
a moment of turbulent confusion. There is no distance—no recourse
to that “aerial perspective” advanced by Leonardo da Vinci and his
followers—from which to make air resolve into an orderly politicointellectual agenda. What this issue attempts instead is an assembly
of tools and provisional questions by which to pose the problem
more clearly.
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Below: Sample of bitumen,
n.d. Musée Nicéphore Niépce,
Ville de Chalon-sur-Saône.
Opposite: William Henry Fox
Talbot in collaboration with
Sir Charles Wheatstone
and William Thomas Henley.
Electrolytic gas engine, ca.
1840–1842.
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Niépces’ engine was a sophisticated device. Visible at left in their
patent drawing, bellows pumped air into a firing chamber where
fuel was dispensed from a vertical hopper. Ignited by a flaming
asbestos wick, the pulverized fuel exploded to drive up the main
piston or “ventilator.” Managed by an intricate valve system, each
stroke of the counterbalanced ventilator forced compressed air into
a pipe projecting from its summit while restoring atmospheric air
to the engine for the next firing. “Fire-wind-carrier” as its Greek
etymology proclaimed, the Pyréolophore pushed a vessel through
water by jets of compressed air. The engine worked, albeit slowly.
Experimental tests performed in Paris by the Académie des Sciences
produced twelve to thirteen strokes per minute.6
Air was essential to the device. A key advantage of the threehundred-pound, tabletop-size Pyréolophore over the steam engines
improved by James Watt, Matthew Boulton, and other rival British
industrialists—so declared chemist Claude Louis Berthollet and
mathematician Lazare Carnot as they assessed the Niépces’ engine
in December 1806—was that it obviated the need to heat large quantities of water to boiling temperature to generate steam. Dilating
atmospheric air rather than heating water saved fuel. However,
replenishing the air in the Pyréolophore’s combustion chamber
after each stroke presented a stern engineering challenge. Even the
breath of surrounding observers could hamper it. The engine
stopped firing when crowded by human onlookers who inhaled
and absorbed the surrounding oxygen. Only when nearby windows
and doors were opened did the engine resume its action.
“Asphyxiated by mephitic gas,” Berthollet and Carnot observed, it
was as though the engine had been “reanimated by pure air.”7
The Niépces’ “romantic machine” was vulnerable to aerial pollution.8 It was also designed to burn fuels engineered from a family
of hydrocarbons long known to produce aerial contaminants. In
their 1806 brevet application, the Niépces specified a fuel made
from four parts pulverized coal or charcoal mixed with one part
resin. Solid asphalt would likely have been superior to the resin,
they acknowledged: it possessed greater chemical “affinity” with
the fuel while containing significant proportions of hydrogen.9 The
Niépces’ research base at Chalon-sur-Sâone in central-eastern France
was near to major asphalt mining
operations established in the mideighteenth century at Pyrimont,
Seyssel, and other sites in the
Rhône Valley.10 A bituminous
hydrocarbon, asphalt and its
derivatives soon figured in the
brothers’ experiments beyond
the Pyréolophore. By early 1817,
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Nicéphore Niépce was marveling at the inflammable properties of
liquid asphalt available inexpensively from mines at Seyssel.11
Light-sensitive and highly explosive, “Asphaltum or Bitumen of
Judaea” promptly entered Nicéphore Niépce’s efforts to replicate
on pewter plates the new printing technique of lithography.
Asphalt proved crucial to the “heliographic” image-making process
described in late 1829 as Niépce entered into formal partnership
with J.-L.-M. Daguerre. As previously prepared for the Pyréolophore’s
fuel, light-sensitive asphalt was to be pulverized. It was then mixed
with essential oil of lavender, and spread over silvered plates to
evaporate excess liquid in the open air and thereby fix a previously
fleeting image.12
Inflamed in air to propel a boat by jets of air, the Niépces’ hydrocarbons were instrumental to what would come to be called
photography.13 Reciprocally, engineers in the second half of the
nineteenth century looked to photography’s explosive chemical
infrastructure as they designed vehicles capable of traveling through
the air. “An engine worked by gun-cotton,” so claimed English
inventor Matthew Piers Watt Boulton in On Aërial Locomotion
(1864), “might closely resemble the steam-engine. A suitable quantity of the gun-cotton (or other similar substance) being introduced
into a chamber near the cylinder, and there ignited, the gas thus
generated would rush into the cylinder, and work the piston, just
as is now done by steam.”14 Grandson of James Watt’s partner,
Matthew Boulton, Boulton fils was outlining principles for aviation using heavier-than-air crafts. Having obtained four patents in
1864 alone for aeriform fuels in combustion engines, Boulton
secured those aeronautic rights as he waged an acrimonious,
multiyear inquiry into the putative,
eighteenth-century invention of photography by his grandfather and Watt.15
But the gun cotton that Boulton preferred as aircraft fuel also then served
as a key catalyst for advanced photographic technique. First synthesized in
the 1830s, gun cotton or nitrocellulose
was crucial to the wet-collodion photographic process popularized by Frederick
Scott Archer in 1851. Dissolved in ether
and alcohol, gun cotton became collodion.16 It was combined with silver and
potassium iodides, then poured over a
glass plate and dipped into baths of
silver nitrate to dramatically decrease
the time required for photographic exposure. Yet, none other than the patriarch

Of Air
Such connections have usually remained obscure. The point becomes
apparent when academic and artistic engagements with air are juxtaposed to benchmarks in postwar environmental legislation.
Consider Hans Haacke’s Condensation Cube as first exhibited in
1965. Chemically treated water was introduced into a plexiglass
cube. Warmed inside the cube, the
water precipitated as it met cooler
air beyond the object’s transparent
boundary. The resulting condensation gave the sculpture its title
as the cube became a thermostat,
an indicator of the fluctuating
temperature of the surrounding
gallery. Haacke was hardly alone
among 1960s artists in treating the
controlled air of the “white cube”
as a manipulable medium. So attest
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Below: Hans Haacke.
Condensation Cube, 1963–1965.
Opposite, top: Ventilation system
of Queen Elizabeth Hall,
London. From Reyner Banham,
The Architecture of the WellTempered Environment (1969).
Opposite, bottom: Brunelleschi’s
perspective experiment. From
Hubert Damisch, A Theory of
/Cloud/ (1972).
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of British photography, William Henry Fox Talbot, had established
gun cotton in the Victorian engine-making imagination some five
years earlier. Updating principles of the “electrolytic gas engine”
that he built in collaboration with Charles Wheatstone and William
Thomas Henley, Talbot affirmed in a patent of 1846 that the explosive best detonated to drive his engine’s piston was “commonly
known by the name of gun cotton, prepared with nitric and sulphuric acids.”17
Thus, hydrocarbons, first inflamed in air to propel a boat by
jets of compressed air (while releasing carbon dioxide into the
atmospheric air), acquired a “photographic” function.18 Replaced
by synthetic combustibles capable of burning in the absence of
atmospheric air, photography’s chemical apparatus was then mined
to move combustion engines into the air.19 Beyond affirming various theses of Paul Virilio or literalizing Walter Benjamin’s adage
that technological acceleration turns “the artwork into a missile,”
a prehistory like this one would render the aerial image inseparable
from narratives of fossil capital, enfolding art history and its objects
back into the larger politics and problematic of combustion.20
Rather than air incidentally occupying the privileged point of view
from which Edward Burtynsky and his slick photographic ilk can
“document the scale of anthropogenic activity on the surface of the
planet,” the braided histories of engine-propelled crafts and the photographic technics they convey would be returned to the representational problem with which they are enmeshed: global heating.21
The subject of aerial toxicity would be inseparable from the airborne
means and media by which it is now so blithely visualized.
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the “primary atmospheres” produced by the room-size installations of James Turrell and Robert Irwin or Art & Language’s AirConditioning Show of 1966–1967.22 Appearing some ten years after
the Air Pollution Control Act of 1955 (the earliest federal legislation in the United States to reckon with the national scale of
airborne pollution), air figured as an artistic element porous to, and
integral within, the systems around it.23
Air would contemporaneously shape architectural history’s turn
away from the independent “object” of architecture toward the
analysis of interrelated systems. Ventilation and climate control
were central to the account of modernist architecture presented
in Reyner Banham’s The Architecture of the Well-Tempered
Environment (1969).24 Banham focused attention on how buildings’ internal infrastructures produce “habitable environments,”
concerns that had been largely ignored in architectural history’s
more generic engagement with “space.”25 In Banham’s account,
only in the 1960s—thus, following the United Kingdom’s landmark
1956 Clean Air Act, the first effective legislation against the pervasive smogs in that country—did architects
begin to turn built structures inside out to
emphasize their relational, circulatory functions, as in the externalized air ducts for
London’s Queen Elizabeth Hall.26
Just two years after the administration
of renegade ecologist Richard M. Nixon
founded the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), Hubert Damisch published
A Theory of /Cloud/ (1972).27 In that alternate genealogy of Western painting,
Damisch identified air as the wrench in
the works of Renaissance perspective.
Filippo Brunelleschi’s instrument for
demonstrating his new perspectival
technics trained the observer’s eye on a
fictively dimensional architectural space
rendered in paint. But, as Damisch argues,
the “aerial element” of the scene could be
inserted into the visual structure only by
means of burnished silver mirrors that
reflected the sky itself. This seeming “subterfuge,” which places air outside of
painting’s powers of rendering, “reveals
perspective as a structure of exclusions”
on which its very “coherence” depends.28
To fully give in to painting’s aerial dimensions was to dissolve the guarantees of
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Robert Boyle’s air pump.
From The Works of the
Honourable Robert Boyle
(1772).
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perspective that made pictures into units of stable information.29
Renaissance painters were not alone in struggling to suppress
air. As Luce Irigaray would claim in 1983, air—the medium of
human sustenance, the “groundless ground” of metaphysical
thought—had been conspicuously repressed by Western philosophy.30 But air had already destabilized territory. Signed by dozens
of Eurasian and North American nations in 1979, the Convention
on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution outlined protocols for
cooperation in combating airborne pollutants, chemicals that transgressed sovereign borders and entangled diplomatic procedures.31
By 1985, the control of air became the centerpiece for a classic
study blurring the boundaries between the social history and philosophy of science. In Leviathan and the Air-Pump (1985), Steven
Shapin and Simon Schaffer would revisit the celebrated experiments made inside the evacuated receiver of Robert Boyle’s air
pump.32 But the air pump leaked. “This is not at all a trivial and
merely technical point,” Shapin and Schaffer argue. “The capacity
of this machine to produce matters of fact crucially depended on
its physical integrity.”33 Thomas Hobbes had used the pump’s leakiness to attack experimental knowledge itself. Writing in the year
in which the widening atmospheric puncture above Antarctica catalyzed the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone
Layer, Shapin and Schaffer cast Hobbes as a deft critic of experimental philosophy’s menace to sovereign power. Authoritative
knowledge threatened to leak dangerously out of the air pump’s
social epistemology.34

Bottom: Kevin Beasley. A View of
a Landscape: A Cotton Gin Motor,
2012–2018. Installation view,
Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York.

From Above
Against this hazy, art-historical view
of air stands a clear disciplinary vista.
Its name is “aerial photography.” In
1937, the Museum of Modern Art’s
inaugural photography exhibition
included a special section dedicated
to the topic. Curator Beaumont
Newhall foregrounded photographer
Edward Steichen’s experience directing the photographic division of the
U.S. Air Force during World War I.
“Faced with the problem of getting
maximum detail with the poor material then at hand,” Newhall claimed,
Steichen’s aerial photography oriented
his shift toward detail and object
photography in the interwar period.39
Corporate aerial surveys and photographs of aerial bombardment: all
figured in Newhall’s 1937 exhibition,
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Top: Kevin Beasley. A View of a
Landscape: A Cotton Gin Motor,
2012–2018. Installation view,
Whitney Museum of American
Art, New York.

More recently, scholarship has emphasized the imbrication of
race with air’s mapping of power/knowledge. Christina Sharpe’s In
the Wake (2016) articulates a pervasive “climate” of anti-Blackness—
a totalizing atmosphere of terror and surrounding violence, including that of environmental and medical racism.35 Sharpe’s account
is echoed in state-sponsored apprehensions of air: a 2018 report
from EPA scientists quantifies the increased risk of Black
Americans for exposure to airborne pollution from fossil fuels and
other emissions.36 Against such institutionalized asphyxiation,
Sharpe calls for artistic practices that can put “breath back in the
Black body in hostile weather.”37 This project of “aspiration”
resounds in Kevin Beasley’s A View of a Landscape: A Cotton Gin
Motor (2012–2018). Beasley purchased and restored a General
Electric motor that had originally powered a cotton gin on an
Alabama farm from 1940 to 1973. He installed it in a tightly sealed,
soundproof chamber. The engine runs at full tilt. Unlike Berthollet
and Carnot choked by the Niépces’ Pyréolophore, Beasley’s viewer
experiences an unsettling, airless silence. In the adjacent gallery,
the sounds of the motor’s combustion are remixed to create an
audiovisual milieu. The emanations of the engine are repurposed
to produce an ambient space designed
as much for performance, dance, and
other live practices as for being and
breathing otherwise.38
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marking the multiple trajectories of the aerial photograph in subsequent scholarship.40 Writing years later in Airborne Camera (1969),
Newhall offered the global summary. Widespread acculturation to
the aerial view had helped unseat the “anthropocentric vision
of established perspective.”41 Aerial imaging was a tool for the
triumph of pictorial abstraction.
Newhall’s accounts of aerial photography intersected with the
shifting analysis of the air from a very anthropocentric perspective:
that of the nation-state.42 In the wake of WWI and the new prominence of aerial warfare, the 1919 Paris Convention Relating to the
Regulation of Aerial Navigation granted nations “complete and
absolute sovereignty” over the airspace above their territory. This
position was reasserted in an international agreement signed in
December 1944, near the end of WWII.43 That air was a domain of
power was clear to Allan Sekula in his well-known riposte to
Newhall’s modernist narrative. Sekula foregrounded aerial photography in his critical framework of the “instrumental image.”44
Aerial photographs, Sekula argued in 1975, could be called on to
serve a variety of narratives: “Anything from the opinions of experts,
the history of a battle, the history of photographic techniques, the
history of flight, dissertations on the role of air power in the First
World War, to digressions on the French countryside and tales from
the trenches might be expected.”45 The vertical politics of aerial
photography’s juridical role has more recently been deployed in

Below: Installation view of
Photography 1839–1937, curated
by Beaumont Newhall, 1937.
Photographic Archive. The
Museum of Modern Art Archives,
New York.
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Opposite: Installation view of
Photography 1839–1937, curated
by Beaumont Newhall, 1937.
Photographic Archive. The
Museum of Modern Art Archives,
New York.

international human rights cases, such as those launched by the
Forensic Architecture research agency based at Goldsmiths.46
Likewise, artist-researchers including Harun Farocki, Hito Steyerl,
and Trevor Paglen have situated the view from above as a critical
problem.47 Moving in an expanded terrain of research on images
outside the domain of art, such projects have reoriented modernist
conceptions of the aerial photograph toward airborne media and
the technical systems they serve.48 Commensurately, aerial photography has ceded analytic place to the aerial image.
The systems that mobilize aerial images are anything but politically neutral. Pressured by the postwar United States, the sovereignty exercised by nation-states over airspace has shifted toward
deregulation and free-market governance.49 Although drones
(formally, unmanned aerial vehicles or UAVs) have been in use for
reconnaissance since the early twentieth century, the proliferation
of aerial jurisdictions since the 1990s has enabled increasing
numbers of unmanned craft to be employed for purposes ranging
from forest management and pizza delivery to military surveillance
and targeted killings; more than fourteen thousand drone strikes
have been perpetrated by the United States alone.50 Caren Kaplan
calls public and media concern with the expansive use of drones a
veritable “drone-o-rama.”51 Scholarship has followed suit. In their
survey of the field, Kaplan and Lisa Parks outline how interdisciplinary interest in UAVs has been catalyzed by the intersecting

|||||

The essays in this issue of Grey Room center particularly on nineteenth-century European industrial modernity as a period in which
the “aerial image” came to command such epistemico-political
purchase. The histories of the aerial image presented here attempt
to conjoin hazy histories of atmosphere (air seen from within) with
the clearer, disciplined trajectory of the aerial view (air seen from
without). They suggest how air itself began to assume new material
and figurative forms in the nineteenth century—shapes that come
into view between the increasingly malevolent, thickened atmosphere of industrial modernity and the progressive colonization of
the air by military and technological imaginaries. Tracing potential
routes back through the history and historiography of aerial
images, they suggest qualifications to triumphalist narratives—or
triumphalist critiques—of the aerial image. Political and social
pressures emerge not as a fixed context but as materially imbricated in the aerial image’s being in ways that are messy, capacious,
and unresolvable.
Amy Knight Powell’s essay traces the history of the Western
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technological, political, and social dimensions of “life in the age of
drone warfare.” Describing the “everywhere war” that such technologies enable, contemporary scholarship has zeroed in on the
“matrix of military violence” that facilitates propagation of aerial
images in modern warfare.52
The legality of drones is adjudicated by triangulating use-offorce laws, international humanitarian codes, and human-rights
law.53 States have moved hastily into this legal grey zone. Building
on 1980s U.S. Supreme Court decisions, which ruled that warrantless aerial surveillance does not breach the U.S. Constitution’s
Fourth Amendment, law enforcement has developed increasingly
widespread tactics of aerial reconnaissance—surveying Black
Lives Matter protests throughout the summer of 2020 as but one
instance.54 Conversely, activist groups have developed tactics to
contest control over aerial image production.55 A DIY kite/aerial
photography kit developed by Public Lab works with open-source
software to generate maps from crowd-sourced aerial imagery.56
Recognizing the power of such aerial imagery during confrontations over the Dakota Access Pipeline at Standing Rock in 2016, the
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration instituted a temporary no-fly
zone over the area. Civilian drone operators (including the Indigenous
media platform Digital Smoke Signals) filmed police violence
against activists from above—footage later used as evidence against
police action.57 Across national and global scales, aerial images have
thus become crucial vectors for the analysis of the air/power nexus.
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easel painting’s attempts to breathe—to be open to the world that
surrounds it—against histories of the air’s shaping of nationalist,
gendered ideologies of subjecthood. Absent the ability to bring art
and life together, painting was threatened with suffocation.
Nicholas Robbins’s essay on the British surveyor and entrepreneur
Thomas Hornor takes air as a structuring material element of the
panoramic apparatus. Hornor’s efforts to regulate nineteenthcentury London’s increasingly polluted air, linked to the dream of
aerial transparency presented in the panorama, foundered on
air’s fundamentally unregulatable identity. In his essay on Charles
Joseph Minard’s 1870 map of Napoleon’s Russian campaign,
Richard Taws suggests that this aerial, diagrammatic view of war
and its human costs is less stable than its subsequent canonization
in histories of the “infographic” would suggest. The cartographic
flows inscribed by Minard’s graphic method were shot through by
catastrophe, displacement, and the destabilizing effects of recursive history. Emily Doucet’s investigation of the photographic and
archival practices that subtended Félix Nadar’s efforts to foster the
science of aerostation considers how the air became a space of highly
mediated possibility for technological invention. Yet such a story, in
Nadar’s case, might end not in a triumphalist narrative of possession
over the sky but in partial, melancholy failure and obsolescence.
Once upon a time (namely, the London stage in 1676), it was
possible to laugh at the idea of air as a matter of substance. “I
employ men all over England, Factors for Air, who bottle up Air,
and weigh it in all places, sealing the Bottles Hermetically”—so
declares Thomas Shadwell’s buffoonish experimental philosopher,
Sir Nicholas Gimcrack, satirizing either Boyle or Robert Hooke, the
air pump’s engineer. “That vault,” Shadwell’s deluded enthusiast
assures as he points to a cabinet, “is full of Country-Air.”58 The
audience laughed (as did Charles II, the Royal Society’s nominal
patron) because the proposition of weighing and keeping nothing
seemed so absurd. But air is not nothing. Even as it strays to the
margins of visibility—and thus evades venerable technics of art
history—air became inescapably real in 2020. Its chemical, political,
and epidemiological weight continues to unfurl in terrifying ways.
Element, medium, and perspective, air and the aerial image make
for messy subjects. To reconcile scholarship on images “of air” and
“from air,” as this issue does, is thus to plan for the world in which
the intellectual jurisdictions of flight, fuel, and image-making
appear no longer clouded in their connections but are made matters
of concerted political inquiry.
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